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Validity and Reliability of the Direct Observation Methodology: 
A Focus on Ohio Local Public Health 

Abstract 

PURPOSE: To examine the reliability, validity, and 
acceptability of a novel direct observation methodology 
to investigate the role of local health departments 
(LHDs) in prevention of foodborne illness.  
BACKGROUND: Trained public health student 
observers will shadow Registered Sanitarians (RS) 
during food inspections completing a structured 
observational form that will be the main instrument 
used in the analysis.  
METHODS: Inter-rater reliability of the observational 
form will be assessed 1) using shared viewing of an 
inspection video (25 responses); and, 2) through 
student observers functioning in pairs during early 
observational sessions, jointly observing the same 
inspections (anticipate a total of >120 observations). In 
addition, RS and student observers will be interviewed 
to determine their perceptions of the intrusiveness, 
effectiveness and accuracy of the direct observation 
methodology. Inter-rater reliability will be examined for 
the observations through the use of Cohen’s kappa to 
assess observer consensus on all observations. 
Interviews will be transcribed and analyzed for themes.  
RESULTS: It is anticipated that there will be strong 
concordance on most observations, with higher levels 
of variability guiding changes in the observational 
protocol. We expect analysis to show that RS and 
student observers perceive the direct observation 
methodology as useful, unobtrusive, and accurate. 
Analysis will also examine the level of professional 
behavior among observers; whether observational bias 
occurs, causing changes in RS behavior; and whether 
error variation is reduced through direct observation. 
CONCLUSIONS: Direct observation is a novel 
methodology in the public health setting and its validity 
and reliability are crucial for its future application in 
research.  
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Results 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for select dichotomous 
variables obtained from the observational protocols 
completed during the observer trainings.  

￼ 

Conclusion 

Direct observation is a novel methodology that is useful 
in public health settings. DOLPH is a crucial evidence 
based project with a goal to test direct observation of 
local public health methods to establish a richer and 
more accurate depiction of LHD structure, process and 
outcome, ultimately resulting in improved performance, 
greater accountability, and more stable funding. 

Background 

This project builds on the Direct Observation of 
Local Public Health (DOLPH) study, which 
investigates the structure, process, and outcome 
(Donabedian Model) of the Local Health 
Department (LHD) role in prevention of foodborne 
outbreaks (FBOs) in a collaborative effort among 
the seven public health programs in Ohio in the 
context of the Public Health Model (Host, Agent, 
Environment).  

The direct observation approach, a successful 
methodology in primary care settings, will provide 
crucial insight into the process of foodborne illness 
prevention efforts. Foodborne illness represents an 
ideal topic to allow detailed focus on not just the 
content, but also the process and quality of public 
health practice. The use of a mixed methods 
approach stems from the lack public health 
practice based research to address issues related 
to local health department organizational structure 
and staffing.  
Foodborne illness represents a problem of 
increasing relevance in the US and is an issue that 
embodies nearly all essential public health services 
(Tauxe, 1997). While the incidence of foodborne 
illness has increased, there has been little 
investigation of the process or quality of LHD 
involvement.  
Training of 24 student observers included the use 
of mock inspection video scenarios in order 
standardize training and gain preliminary 
assurance of inter-rater reliability.  

Methods 

The FBO observational protocol is the main 
instrument completed by the observer after each 
food service establishment inspection. The 
instrument asks the students to make observations 
on establishment characteristics, person-in-charge 
(PIC) demographics, PIC and RS interactions and 
the physical inspection. The section of questions 
shown below were adapted from a direct 
observation study in primary care.  

The second excerpt from the protocol show 
questions related to the physical inspection. 

Descriptive statistics and inter-rater reliability 
(Cohen’s kappa) will be performed to determine 
observer consensus. Additionally, a subset of student 
observers and Registered Sanitarians will be 
interviewed to gauge their perceptions of the 
strengths and challenges of the direct observation 
methodology.  

Discussion 
Based on the descriptive statistics, many of the 
instrument items had great concordance among the 
observers.  
Some limitations with the direct observation methodology 
could include the observer being unable to read the mind 
of RS as they conduct the inspection, as well as the lack 
of dialogue between the observer and Registered 
Sanitarian. Many RS examine multiple characteristics of 
a food service establishment that may be difficult for the 
observer to ascertain.  
Future directions for the direct observation methodology 
in public health can include its application to issues 
outside of foodborne illness. 

Table 2. Select numerical responses obtained from 
the observational protocol 
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